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THINGS PEOPLE DID IN LOCKDOWN
EMILY GWILLAM (Y9)
During lockdown, people have been filling the large amount of time spent at home
baking, watching Netflix, doing home workouts and lots and lots of video calls. Everybody was baking banana bread. Lots of DIY AND lots of failed DIY! For lots of people, lockdown was very hard and lonely, but for some people it was a chance to start
baking, start running and finally fix that dripping tap.

Some things that people did in lockdown included learning British Sign Language using an app, going on
lots of bike rides, baking – when there was flour, starting running and listening to lots of music.

Many major events still happened during lockdown, just very differently to normal. The London Marathon
took place over 5 months later than it was supposed to, with only
elite athletes allowed to actually be there: any other participants
who wanted to compete had to do this virtually, running 26 miles
around their own area and recording their time to raise money for
charities.

Glastonbury Festival obviously could not take place, but
instead there were lots of performances from before
Covid that were streamed so that people could watch at
home.

POETRY
,

People say listen,
But what are you listening for,
The grief,

And you think,

If everything is so vulnerable,
Why don’t you care more?

The sorrow,

Like you would for a little baby,

The loss,
A memory,

Then it is gone,

Or time,

Emptiness,

Of a better place,
A time of humanity,

Much more scary than everything,
Because when you had everything you didn’t
know nothing,

A nd then every th I ng
Will stop,

Take what you have when you got it,

Stop
Freeze

Cause when its gone you’ll wish it was back,
Everything comes and goes,
Pause

But some things will go,

Faaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaster
And so much slower,

People say listen,
But what are you listening for,

Cause really you’re not here,

A sound?

Just lost,
You write the rules,

But really you’re listening for yourself.

Then they change,
Cause if the world is like thread,
Then they can get lost,
Or snap,
Or degrade,

By F

X-RAY CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
HARVEY HINGLEY (Y13)
This summer after the initial work experience I had planned was forced to be cancelled due to the pandemic, an opportunity to participate in a one week virtual course with York University popped up and I
instantly applied.

Throughout this week there were many different areas of Physics which were available for me to research
into alongside other sixth form students and university professors. Amongst this wide range of topics included, the evolution of stars, the mystery of quantum entanglement, crewed Mars missions and even
magnetic skyrmions for next generation computing.

The one which struck me was X-Ray crystallography and my goal was to create a scientific poster about
how atom structure can be determined through this method and the cutting edge applications of this
technique today.

X-Ray crystallography is simply passing some x-rays through a crystal and looking at the rays which come
out of the other side. For different crystals the rays observed on the other side will have a unique layout
of scattering which can reveal a lot about atom spacing and the structure. This has allowed characteristics
of different particles (which there are a lot of) to be observed and analysed.

Most famously Rosalind Franklin photographed “photo 51”, which was the diffraction pattern of a DNA
fibre. This concluded that the structure of DNA was in fact a double helix. More recently in 2011 the power plant at Fukushima was significantly damaged after the Japanese earthquakes released loads of radioactive and potentially life threatening materials into the atmosphere. Using the X-Ray crystallography
technology scientists are still to this day analysing different particles to evaluate their risk to the population.

In the future X-Ray crystallography could once again prove to be vital in our understanding of different
atoms. From studying antibiotic resistance to also looking at the geometry of
different viruses this technique will have a huge impact on science’s future.

THE US ELECTION
MATTHEW DUNDON (Y9)
The most recent United States election was filled with turmoil and worry, resulting in very
close results in many states, several calls for recounts and allegations of election fraud. The
result came down to a few key “battle ground” states, including Pennsylvania, Michigan
and Nevada, to name a few. However, now it is abundantly clear that Joseph Biden has
won, but Trump must concede. What will happen is rather uncertain for the near and far
future, so what does the result mean for the UK and the world?
A quick thing to note is that President-Elect Biden and the Democrat party do not hold a
majority in the senate, the main legislative house in the US. This makes passing and acting
out many of his policies very hard and in some cases, impossible.
One of President-Elect Biden’s biggest ambitions is to tackle climate change, unlike his opponent, who has refused to believe Global warming and climate change exist. He has the
intention to rejoin the Paris Agreement, a global climate change agreement, in 77 weeks of
being sworn into office. Along with this, Biden has promised to make the US’s electricity
production carbon-free and to spend $2 trillion on cutting down on Carbon emissions and
upgrading buildings to be more energy efficient. He wants to spend heavily on public
transport, to invest in electric vehicles and charging points.
President-Elect Biden holds strong views on other global issues and towards countries,
many of which are shared with the UK, like on China, whose superpower ambitions he
wanted to be contained by both Democrats, Republicans, the US and the UK.
What does the Election mean for the UK? President-Elect Biden has called Brexit “A historic
mistake” and Prime Minister Johnson “The emotional and physical clone of Donald Trump”.
The Biden administration would not want the UK to leave without a trade deal, especially if
it breaks the Northern Ireland protocol and therefore breaking International law. He has
publicly stated this, claiming in a tweet that a US-UK trade deal was “Contingent” - meaning it would only happen if – the UK did not unravel the Good Friday agreement and therefore the Northern Ireland protocol.
The future of UK-US relations is uncertain, but many British politicians hope that the US
will have a closer stance with the UK on issues such as climate change, the human rights
abuse of China in places such as Hong Kong and other global issues. However, many believe President-Elect Biden will look to France and Germany for closer relations with Europe.

IN POCKETS OF THE PATRIARCHY
CHLOE MINTING (Y9)
In Pockets of the Patriarchy
From the age of skinny jeans, to the evolution of slim-fit jackets, pockets continue to be a contentious object for women. Not to mention the fact that mobile phones appear to be getting bigger and bigger, while
pockets continue to shrink.
A survey conducted in 2018 found that on average the pockets in women’s jeans are 48% shorter and
6.5% narrower than men’s pockets. Why is it that Women have smaller pockets than men?
In middle ages both men and women carried small bags under their clothes that allowed them to carry a
few items, clothes at this time had small slits in which meant you could access the bag easily. In the 17th
century the idea of sewing these pouches into your clothes was popular as it was more convenient, and
so the pocket was born. However, unlike men’s pockets which were easily accessible and sewn into the
linings of their clothes, women still had to rely on having separate pouches that sat underneath their
petticoats. The average 17th century woman is thought to have worn a petticoat and two layers of undergarments. A woman’s pocket would have been tied around her waist, in between her under-petticoat and
petticoat meaning that she would effectively had to get undressed to access the contents of her pocket
and therefore couldn’t get to the contents of her pockets in public. As women’s fashion developed in the
1790s, the pocket began to disappear as more figure-hugging dresses became fashionable. Women had to
revert back to having their ‘pockets’ separate from the rest of their clothes, opting for small decorative
bags, called reticules, barely big enough to fit a small amount of change. The fact that women had almost
no access to any money or property, meant that the need for a pocket was small. Women’s pockets effectively disappeared since their husbands would carry and have the right to all their money and possessions.
The start of the 20th century, however, brought on women’s rebellions and instruction manuals on how
to sew pockets into your skirts became increasingly popular as more and more women sought independence. In 1910 the ‘Suffragette suit’ with no less than six pockets became popular with many women
opting for this instead of their less practical skirts and dresses. As the World War began, women turned to
more practical clothing, such as trousers, with large pockets becoming normal women finally had the
rights to carry their own possessions and be independent. The patriarchy struck again and post war women were expected to go back to how it was before and get rid of the clumpy man-styles they had been
wearing while the men were away. Women’s clothing became slimmer and slimmer, meaning the pocket
yet-again become a man’s object. As the handbag industry began to grow, pockets were no longer seen as
a necessity for women. All we’re asking for is equality. Why do men get to shove their phones, wallets,
entire pizza boxes, elephants and houses down their pockets while we continue to struggle to fit even one
thin debit card in there?
While pockets may seem like a trivial matter, they are an object that embody our patriarchal systems and
sexist histories. Is pocket equality too much for us to ask for?

Black Lives Matter

Student Librarians

Laura B (Year 9)
In modern day society we often
stereotype people by their
race, sexuality and religion as it
is a natural instinct. But has it
been taken too far?
After the death of George
Floyd, a black African American
man there has been a huge impact on black people and it has
often brought up the question:
Did the colour of his skin affect
what happened? This is a very
controversial question many
believe ‘yes’ shown in the
quote from Edward Enninful
the editor of British Vogue. He
says he is “always aware of increased personal danger when
leaving my home because of
my skin colour, as I reflect on
the killing of George Floyd”.
There are some people who
believe it is a coincidence that
George was black, but the fact
remains that we need to keep
working towards proper racial
equality.

Student Librarians have specific responsibilities. Laura and Willow enjoy
shelving the fiction and non-fiction
books. They work different shifts.
Laura shelves on Mondays and
Wednesdays and Willow shelves on
Wednesdays and Fridays.

The rest of the week they read, do
homework and they also take part in
the Library Company: ‘Reading for
Stage & Screen’ and ‘Strictly Come
Reading’. “You can learn a piece of
poetry by heart to recite for your party piece, or you can do a short play
with friends, but the theme is Christmas and the play must be extracted
from a published work, such as ‘Little
Women’ by Louisa May Alcott” said
Laura.

COVID STATS
LYDIA BROADBENT Y9
All statistics have been taken from the 17th November
2020. They may have changed since.
*statistics taken from the Centres for Disease Control
and Prevention website

You may think COVID is coming to the end, but we’re
not out of the woods yet. Cases are climbing even higher now that we are in winter. Also, schools going back haven’t helped. As we come out of the month lockdown, we must follow the rules even closer than before to insure that we are all as safe as possible for
Christmas.

Use
Hand sanitiser is very important. You must use hand sanitiser when you enter and leave
a room/building. Most buildings will have hand sanitiser dispensers (meaning that you
Hand
Sanitizer don’t need to touch it, you only need to put your hand under it). However, it is recommended that you bring your own, even if it just a small one.

Two
Meters
apart

Masks

Keep 2 metres apart as often as possible from anyone who isn’t part of your
household, or part of your support bubble. This reduces your risk of catching
COVID if the person you were in contact with happened to be carrying it. Keep
1 meter apart at the absolute least.

Masks are an essential part in stopping the spread of the virus. Here are some
statistics about masks: “Multi-layer cloth masks can both block up to 50-70% of
fine droplets and particles and limit the forward spread of those that are not
captured”*. This means that you are drastically reducing your risk of catching
and spreading the virus, therefore keeping you and everyone around you safe.

PICNICS
ROBERT PULLAN Y13
Winter is upon us. Thus, all your sweet, warm memories will be all you have of a day when
it didn’t rain (it doesn’t snow anymore). But frankly, I don’t understand what all the fuss is
about (if there is indeed any fuss). Winter is a bajillion times better than summer, in my
mind, for one reason. And that’s the sheer lack of picnics. This is because I believe picnics
to be of a Satanic origin. Here’s why:
Once you’ve surgically extracted the picnic blanket from the overflowing boot, a complex
operation begins to get your blue cooler out. Then, your family trudges with geriatric qualities round to the picnic site, hopelessly overburdened with all the ham sandwiches in your
“bags for life”. Arriving at the site, obviously all the tables are in use, by families with brats.
So after finding a spot in the field with no sheep poo, you have to singlehandedly spread
out a picnic mat in the suddenly one hundred mile an hour winds, a task which either the
baby or adult Jesus couldn’t complete solo. After finally opening the hamper, the first
round of sandwiches are dished out onto plaggy plates with stupid grooves on the edges.

Then it happens. A towering, vibrating, two centimetre long wasp appears. It flashes past
the corner of your younger sibling’s eye, and they’re off. At a speed that would put a roller
skate donning cheetah to shame, they hightail it to the opposite end of the field, and hide
behind a tree. This is a classic type one response. There are four types of people that your
folks become when a wasp appears. Type two is the aggressor. Typically the Father, this
person tends to go for the wasp, generally brandishing his/ her gladiated tea towel in a
menacing fashion. Type three is what I call ‘the ruler’: they simply freeze- go absolutely
stock still, no matter what they’re doing. I’m a type four, though. A type four pretends to
not be scared, but is actually bricking it. They secretly want to be a type one, but also want
some dignity. A type four will rigidly social distance from wasps, never dipping below the
two metre distance. They will also continue to eat whilst everyone else fusses. Should the
wasp come near them, they will speed walk away, but will never run. Eventually, the wasp
is either speared on the end of type two’s tea towel (unlikely), or will fly away, coming back
a bit later with mates (highly likely).
Anyway, I’m looking forward to the (hopefully) cold and (hopefully) snowy winter, even if
you aren’t. Screw you, summer.

Gender Stereotypes
Chloe Minting Y9
Bring back manly men?
Gender stereotypes are deep rooted in our society and ingrained in us from the second we are old enough to understand. Whether we mean to or not we all subconsciously make assumptions about people based on what they
look like within seconds of seeing them. Why do we do this and how does this affect our society and the people
within it?
The release of the December issue of American Vogue drew attention to something that has been an issue for
many people for decades. Harry Styles appeared on the cover of the prestigious fashion magazine making him the
first man to appear on the cover solo in its 127 year history. However, it was what he chose to wear that drew
attention and got people talking. His decision to wear a dress for his appearance on the cover of vogue magazine
caused social media to go into frenzy with many people having strong opinions on whether it was appropriate or
not. “There is no society that can survive without strong men. The East knows this. In the west, the steady feminization of our men at the same time that Marxism is being taught to our children is not a coincidence. It is an outright attack. Bring back manly men.” This comment by Candice Owens on twitter following the release of the photos of Harry gained lots of attention from many people. Why does wearing a dress supposedly make a man less
“manly” and why have we as a society predetermined that stereotype?
What are Gender stereotypes? A stereotype is a generalised view or presumption about characteristics, or traits
that are thought to be possessed by a certain type of person for example men and women. A gender stereotype is
the assumption women and men play certain roles or dress a certain way among many other things. But this isn’t
the case for many people and it often causes damage or makes it difficult for people to be themselves. Shouldn’t
people be able to wear what they want, women be able to choose not to have children and men be able to choose
that they actually want to look after the baby whilst their partner goes back to work without being mocked or told
they’re wrong? Surely people should be able to make their own choices because it’s what makes them happy, not
because it’s what is expected of them because of their gender.

Gender stereotypes affect many people in our society. A common stereotype is often that men are more intelligent
than women or men have the more important or higher up jobs for example picture a college professor and then
picture a reception teacher, even though they are both important you are more likely to picture the person in the
higher position as a man. A recent study showed this results in girls beginning to feel less intelligent than boys from
just the age of six years old. Another common stereotype is that it is seen as a negative if a man wants or needs to
take time off to look after his children, resulting in 38% of dads in the UK lying to their boss to take time off work if
it is to spend with their children.

If this is the environment we continue to live and surround our children in then stereotypes such as what make a
man “manly” will surely be around for much longer. However, moves like the ones made by Harry Styles are a positive step and show that there is hope for starting to change the stereotypes to make them more equal for everyone.

Christmas around the world
Megan Roberts Y9
Christmas traditions around the world are diverse, but share key traits that often involve themes of light, evergreens and hope. Probably the most celebrated holiday in the world, our modern Christmas is a product of hundreds of years of both secular and religious traditions from around the globe.
Sweden:
A straw goat is made at the start of the holiday season, vandals do everything they can to burn it down before
Christmas day. Since 1966 it has only survived 10 times because of this. Burning the goat carries a 3 month prison
sentence. Around Christmas time in Sweden, one of the biggest celebrations is St. Lucia's Day on December 13th.
The celebration comes from stories that were told by Monks who first brought Christianity to Sweden. December
13th was also the Winter Solstice, the shortest day of the year, in the old 'Julian' Calendar and a pagan festival of
lights in Sweden was turned into St. Lucia's Day. St. Lucia's Day is now celebrated by a girl dressing in a white dress
with a red sash round her waist and a crown of candles on her head. Small children use electric candles but from
about 12 years old, real candles are often used!
Russia:
People have only been free to celebrate Christmas since 1991 which means it is a quieter and smaller holiday in
Russia especially since there are lots of celebrations surrounding New Year. The New Year is the big time for spending lots of money and eating and drinking lots. Christmas is much more religious and private. Christmas in Russia is
normally celebrated on January 7th (only a few Catholics might celebrate it on the 25th December). The date is
different because the Russian Orthodox Church uses the old 'Julian' calendar for religious celebration days. The Orthodox Church also celebrates Advent. But it has fixed dates, starting on 28th November and going to the 6th January, so it’s 40 days long.
China:
In China, only about one percent of people are Christians, so most people only know a few things about Christmas.
Because of this, Christmas is only often celebrated in major cities. In these big cities there are Christmas Trees,
lights and decorations on the streets and in department stores. Only a few people have a Christmas tree. If people
do have a tree it is normally a plastic one and might be decorated with paper chains, paper flowers, and paper lanterns. The Christmas Trees that most people would see would be in shopping malls. A tradition that's becoming
popular is giving apples. Many stores have apples wrapped up in coloured paper for sale. People who are Christians
in China go to services. Going to Midnight Mass services has become very popular.
Germany:
A big part of the Christmas celebrations in Germany is Advent. Several different types of Advent calendars are used
in German homes. As well as the traditional one made of card, there are ones made out of a wreath of Fir with 24
decorated boxes hanging from it that has a little present in it. Another type is a ring of Fir branches that has four
candles on it. One candle is lit at the beginning of each week in Advent. Christmas Trees are very important in Germany. If there are young children in the house, the trees are usually secretly decorated by the mother of the family.
The Christmas tree was traditionally brought into the house on Christmas Eve. In some parts of Germany the family
would read the Bible and sing Christmas songs. Sometimes wooden frames, covered with coloured plastic sheets
and with electric candles inside, are put in windows. Christmas Eve is the main day when Germans exchange presents with their families.

Winter Photography
Chloe Minting

Things to do during the coronavirus pandemic
By Megan Roberts Y9

Recently, because of the current global condition, many events and gatherings
have been cancelled. But don’t worry, it’s not all bad, there are still lots of virtual and socially distanced things to keep you occupied. You can still do stuff with
your family and friends over Skype, Zoom or
something else like that. You could cook together
or do a quiz.
There are loads of online events for anything
you’re interested in
from cars to cooking
to animals.

There is lots of great tv, you could watch an old favourite or find something new. Some suggestions of
new and upcoming tv series and films: The Umbrella Academy, Friends, The Big Bang Theory, Brooklyn 99, Friday Night Dinner, His
Dark Materials, Harry Potter, Guardians of the Galaxy vol3, Captain Marvel 2,
Flash, Black Widow, Enola Holmes,
Emily in Paris.
If you were planning on going to an
event or club and your normal go to
cancelled, a lot of organisations are
carrying on online.
Lots of artists are holding virtual
concerts so you don’t have to miss
out.
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If you would be interested in writing for the school
newspaper please contact Harvey Hingley or Mr
Riordan.
Thanks to Taylor Watson for the artwork.
And thanks to all our contributors!
Merry Christmas from everyone at The Falcon

